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First direct detection 
of gravitational wave

Nice agreement with GR prediction 
for a binary black hole

• Inspiral: large mass and high compactness
• Merger: numerical relativity  
• Ringdown: dominant quasinormal mode

GW150914 

B. P. Abbott et al. [LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations], 
PRL 116, no. 6, 061102 (2016); PRL 116, no. 22, 221101 (2016) 
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Do astrophysical black holes have event horizons? 

Unstable light ring 
• Circular photon orbit
• GW dominant 

ringdown 

3M

2MEvent horizon 
• Ingoing boundary condition
• Quasinormal modes (QNMs)

Ultracompact 
horizonless objects
(resemble the BH spacetime 

down to the light ring) 

Abedi, Dykaar,  Afshordi, arXiv:1612.00266, 1701.03485.

A ringdown stage at early 
time similar to a black hole!!

The initial ringdown 
reflected back after 

some time delay,     
a train of echoes 

(modulation, distortion)

Initial attempt to find echoes in aLIGO data

(although quite different QNMs)
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FIG. 1: Spacetime depiction of gravitational wave
echoes from a membrane/firewall on the stretched

horizon, following a black hole merger event.

tance only a↵ects the time of the echoes at 2� 3% level.
While �t

echo

is determined by linear physics, the time
between the main merger event and the first echo could
be further a↵ected by non-linear physics during merger,
i.e. t

echo

� t

merger

= �t

echo

+ O(M) (see Fig. 1), or
equivalently:

t

echo

� t

merger

�t

echo

= 1±O(1%), (1)

where �t

echo

is predicted from the final (redshifted) mass
and spin measurements for each event.

Quite surprisingly, we find statistical evidence for these
delayed echoes in LIGO events: GW150914, GW151226,
and LVT151012 at a combined significance of 2.9�. We
shall first describe our theoretical framework for the
echoes, and then our statistical methodology and results.

Echo time-delays: At the linear order, per-
turbed black holes are described by quasi-normal modes
(QNM’s) which satisfy the boundary conditions of purely
outgoing waves at infinity and purely ingoing waves at the
horizon. The transition (from ingoing to outgoing) takes
place continuously at the peak of the angular momentum
potential barrier of the black hole.

In our case, the ingoing modes of the ringdown re-
flect back from the membrane (e.g., fuzzball or firewall)
near horizon and passes back through the potential bar-
rier. Part of the wave goes to infinity with a time delay.
We call this the 1st echo (see Fig. 1). This time delay
corresponds to twice the tortoise coordinate distance be-
tween the peak of the angular momentum barrier (r

max

)
and the membrane (which diverges logarithmically if the
membrane approaches the horizon) . The remaining part
of the 1st echo returns back towards the membrane and
the process repeats itself. Assuming Dirichlet boundary
conditions at the membrane (discussed above), the re-

flected waves must be phase inverted, i.e. even echoes
have opposite phase with respect to the odd ones.
For a Kerr black hole with dimensionless spin param-

eter a, this implies:
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where r± = M(1 ± p
1� a

2), and �r is the coordinate
distance of the membrane and the (would-be) horizon.
The peak of the angular momentum barrier, r

max

, is
given by the roots of a sixth-order polynomial [20]:
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2)[(2� µ
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+(2� µ

2)]a4 = 0, (3)

where µ = m/(l + 1

2

) and r̂

max

= r

max

/M . For the
dominant QNM, r

max

< 3M and (l,m) = (2, 2) resulting
in µ = 0.8.
We further posit that the location of the membrane

should be near a Planck proper length from the horizon.
This assumption is required to explain the observed den-
sity of cosmological dark energy within the gravitational
aether proposal [10], but is also expected from generic
quantum gravity scalings, such as the brick wall model
[21], or trans-Planckian e↵ects [22, 23]. This implies:

Z r
+

+�r

r
+

p
grrdr|✓=0

⇠ lp ' 1.62⇥ 10�33 cm, (4)

which fixes the location of the membrane:
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(5)

With this set-up, we note that �t

echo

'
8M log(M/lp)

⇥
1 +O(a2)

⇤
is comparable to the scram-

bling time: the time over which the black hole state is
expected to thermalize [8, 9, 24, 25].
Using the measurements of the final black hole (red-

shifted) mass and spin by the LIGO collaboration, we
can constrain �t

echo

for each merger event. Assuming
gaussian errors, we find (see the appendix):

�t

echo,I(sec) =

8
<

:

0.2925± 0.00916 I = GW150914
0.1013± 0.01152 I = GW151226
0.1778± 0.02789 I = LVT151012

(6)

Data and the Echo template: In this analysis, we
use three datasets for each event. One is the theoretical

If there is a reflecting 
inner boundary
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FIG. 2. Left: A dipolar (l = 1,m = 0) scalar wavepacket scattered o↵ a Schwarzschild BH and o↵ di↵erent ECOs with
` = 10�6M (r0 = 2.000001M). The right panel shows the late-time behavior of the waveform. The result for a wormhole, a
gravastar, and a simple empty shell of matter are qualitatively similar and display a series of “echoes” which are modulated
in amplitude and distorted in frequency. For this compactness, the delay time in Eq. (6) reads �t ⇡ 110M for wormholes,
�t ⇡ 82M for gravastars, and �t ⇡ 55M for empty shells, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Left panel: The waveform for the radial infall of a particle with specific energy E = 1.5 into a wormhole with
` = 10�6M , compared to the BH case. The BH ringdown, caused by oscillations of the outer PS as the particle crosses through,
are also present in the wormhole waveform. A part of this pulse travels inwards and is absorbed by the event horizon (for BHs)
or then bounces o↵ the inner (centrifugal or PS) barrier for ECOs, giving rise to echoes of the initial pulse. This is a low-pass
cavity which cleans the pulse of high-frequency components. At late times, only a lower frequency, long-lived signal is present,
well described by the QNMs of the ECO. Right panel: the same for a scattering trajectory, with pericenter rmin = 4.3M , o↵
a wormhole with ` = 10�6M . The main pulse is generated now through the bremsstrahlung radiation emitted as the particle
approaches the pericenter. The remaining main features are as before. We show only the real part of the waveform, the
imaginary part displays the same qualitative behavior.

express these results in a rotated frame [32, 33], and we
checked that the waveforms agree up to numerical errors

with our previous study [12] 2.

2
Note however the following typo in the original publication: the

radial infall of a particle 
into a wormhole

dash: BH
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FIG. 4: Best fit (or maximum) SNR2 near the expected
time of merger echoes (Eq’s. 1 and 6), for the combined
(top) and GW150914 (bottom) events. The significance

of the peaks is quantified by the p-value of their
SNR

max

within the gray rectangle.

to di↵erent angles and locations of each detector, a com-
plex model is analysed. Therefore in calculation of SNR’s
we subtracted the phase of the main event from complex
template and obtained two real templates corresponding
to each detector (Hanford/Livingston). Then we set the
original gravitational wave peak at t = 0 by removing
the o↵set from SNRs (see [26–28]).

We do the analysis once for GW150914 (LIGO’s most
significant detection), and repeat it for the 3 recorded
events combined, by maximizing:

SNR2

total ⌘
X

I

SNR2

I . (10)

In doing so, we assume the same � and t

0

/�t

echo

for all
three events, while keeping �t

echo

and A’s independent.
The results are shown in Fig’s (4-5) and Tables I-II.

Fig. (4) shows that there is indeed a significant
peak with SNR

max

= 4.21(6.96) for echoes following the
GW150914 (combined) merger event(s), within 0.54% of
the predicted echo time delay. To find the significance of

FIG. 5: Average number of noise peaks higher than a
particular SNR-value within a time-interval

0.54%⇥�t

echo

for combined (top) and GW150914
(bottom) events. The red dots show the observed SNR
peak at t

echo

= 1.0054�t

echo

(Fig. 4). The horizontal
bar shows the correspondence between SNR values and

their significance.

finding this peak so close to the predicted value, we di-
vide up the data steam (within the range 9-38 ⇥�t

echo,I

after the merger) into intervals of 0.54%⇥�t

echo,I , and
compute the average number of points in the interval
that exceed SNR (Fig. 5). This yields an estimate of the
significance of SNR peaks observed near the predicted
echo times, at 2.0� (2.9�) for the GW150914 (combined)
merger event(s).
Conclusions and Discussion: In this letter, we

have searched advanced LIGO’s public data release of
the first observed gravitational wave signals from black
hole merger events for signatures of Planck-scale struc-
ture near their event horizons. By building a phenomeno-
logical template for successive echoes from such exotic
structures expected in e.g., firewall or fuzzball paradigms,
after marginalizing over its parameters, we report a first
tentative evidence for these echoes at 2.9� significance
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FIG. 4: Best fit (or maximum) SNR2 near the expected
time of merger echoes (Eq’s. 1 and 6), for the combined
(top) and GW150914 (bottom) events. The significance

of the peaks is quantified by the p-value of their
SNR

max

within the gray rectangle.

to di↵erent angles and locations of each detector, a com-
plex model is analysed. Therefore in calculation of SNR’s
we subtracted the phase of the main event from complex
template and obtained two real templates corresponding
to each detector (Hanford/Livingston). Then we set the
original gravitational wave peak at t = 0 by removing
the o↵set from SNRs (see [26–28]).

We do the analysis once for GW150914 (LIGO’s most
significant detection), and repeat it for the 3 recorded
events combined, by maximizing:

SNR2

total ⌘
X
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SNR2
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In doing so, we assume the same � and t
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for all
three events, while keeping �t

echo

and A’s independent.
The results are shown in Fig’s (4-5) and Tables I-II.

Fig. (4) shows that there is indeed a significant
peak with SNR

max

= 4.21(6.96) for echoes following the
GW150914 (combined) merger event(s), within 0.54% of
the predicted echo time delay. To find the significance of

FIG. 5: Average number of noise peaks higher than a
particular SNR-value within a time-interval

0.54%⇥�t
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for combined (top) and GW150914
(bottom) events. The red dots show the observed SNR
peak at t

echo

= 1.0054�t

echo

(Fig. 4). The horizontal
bar shows the correspondence between SNR values and

their significance.

finding this peak so close to the predicted value, we di-
vide up the data steam (within the range 9-38 ⇥�t

echo,I

after the merger) into intervals of 0.54%⇥�t

echo,I , and
compute the average number of points in the interval
that exceed SNR (Fig. 5). This yields an estimate of the
significance of SNR peaks observed near the predicted
echo times, at 2.0� (2.9�) for the GW150914 (combined)
merger event(s).
Conclusions and Discussion: In this letter, we

have searched advanced LIGO’s public data release of
the first observed gravitational wave signals from black
hole merger events for signatures of Planck-scale struc-
ture near their event horizons. By building a phenomeno-
logical template for successive echoes from such exotic
structures expected in e.g., firewall or fuzzball paradigms,
after marginalizing over its parameters, we report a first
tentative evidence for these echoes at 2.9� significance

positive 
evidence??

Cardoso et al, arXiv:1602.07309, 1608.08637

light ring

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1701.03485
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1602.07309


Event horizon: information paradox?

Either unrealistic or great fine-tuning? Need better 
candidates for ultracompact horizonless objects! 

Connection to quantum gravity? Quantum phase transition? Time-dependent dynamical effect? 

• Semi-classical picture breaks down near the Planck scale 

• Drastic modification occurs close to the horizon

Maybe the event horizon is never formed?

Mathur, Fortsch. Phys. 53, 793 (2005) Mazur and Mottola, gr-qc/0109035
 Visser, Barcelo, Liberati, Sonego, PoS 

BHGRS , 010 (2008)
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GR is non-renormalizable: graviton loops create more powers of derivatives 

• Perturbatively renormalizable 

• Asymptotically free

Stelle, PRD 16, 953 (1977)

Asymptotically free extension of GR

Quantum Quadratic Gravity: an old candidate of quantum gravity, generalization 
of GR with all quadratic curvature terms

Power counting changes behaviors:        propagator softens UV divergence

Fradkin,  Tseytlin, NPB 201, 469 (1982); Avramidi, Barvinsky, PLB 159, 269 (1985)

am > 0

4
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Including the Einstein-Hilbert term, it is convenient to organize the quadratic action as follows

SQG =
Z

d4 x
p
�g
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M2R � 1
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Cµ⌫↵�Cµ⌫↵� +

1
3 f 2

0
R2
◆

, (1)

with 1
2 Cµ⌫↵�Cµ⌫↵� = Rµ⌫Rµ⌫ � 1

3R2 up to the topological term.1 The R and R2 terms break

the conformal gauge symmetry of the second term, the Weyl tensor term. The action is char-

acterized by two dimensionless couplings and one mass scale. The mass scale M breaks the

classical scale invariance softly. In our later discussion M shall not be identified with the

Planck mass.

When (1) is considered as a fundamental theory, rather than the first few terms of a deriva-

tive expansion, it was found that this theory is perturbatively renormalizable [4][5]. The

reason comes from the dominance of the higher-derivative terms in the UV. Expanding around

the flat background gµ⌫ = ⌘µ⌫ + hµ⌫ , the gauge-fixed propagator for the metric fluctuation

hµ⌫ tends to 1/k4 in the UV times tensor structures. Renormalizability is also related to how

the classical scale invariance is only broken softly and by the trace anomaly. The latter corre-

sponds to the logarithmic running of the two dimensionless couplings.2

It is convenient to consider the running of f 2
2 and the ratio of couplings w = f 2

2 / f 2
0 . The

one-loop beta functions are the following [8][9]:

d f 2
2
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where am > 0 denotes the matter contribution. With the same sign contributions from gravity

and matter, f 2
2 > 0 is always asymptotically free. For the coupling ratio w, there are two

roots w2 < w1 < 0 of the beta function. The coupling ratio approaches the UV fixed point w1

for w within the UV attractive region w2 < w < 0 (w2 = �5.5, w1 = �0.023 when ignoring

am). w ! 0 denotes a strong coupling limit where the one-loop analysis is not reliable. So

the quadratic action in (1) is asymptotically free for f 2
2 > 0, f 2

0 < 0. The magnitudes of the

couplings will grow into the IR at least down to the masses of the massive gravitational modes,

which are determined by M and the sizes of the couplings. If the couplings are weak on the

scale of the masses then the theory remains perturbative. The theory is usually considered in

this perturbative phase where M can be identified with the Planck mass MPl.

1 For gravity conventions we use the signature (+ � ��). The Riemann tensor is defined as R�µ⌫ = @⌫��µ +
��⌫���µ � (µ$ ⌫), and the Ricci tensor is defined as R⌫ = R��⌫ .

2 The Gauss-Bonnet topological term also plays a role in the renormalizability of the theory, but it does not
contribute to the renormalization group running of these two couplings [6][7].
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of gravity leads directly to a drastic modification of the Schwarzschild (Schd) spacetime start-
ing just at the location of the would-be horizon. In this case the metric description still holds
in the interior large curvature region where the volume of spacetime shrinks drastically. For
this gravity theory we have found what may be the generic endpoint of gravitational collapse
for a general matter distribution. The vacuum Schd solution still exists, and possibly other
solutions with a horizon, but these may not be the physically relevant, sourced-by-matter
solutions.

It is the link between the absence of a horizon after gravitational collapse and the absence
of the black hole information paradox that provides the impetus for this work. The proposed
theory of quantum gravity that underlies our study is far from new, and coming along with
it is a well-worn problem that needs to be faced. It could be said that we are trading one
problem for another, but we would like to argue that these two problems are not equal in
their intractability.

Quantum quadratic gravity (QQG) is characterized by two dimensionless couplings and
one mass scale,

SQQG =
Z

d4 x
p
�g

✓
1
2
M2R � 1

2 f 2
2

Cµ⌫↵�Cµ⌫↵� +
1

3 f 2
0

R2
◆

. (1)

This action was found to be perturbatively renormalizable and asymptotically free decades
ago [4–7]. In the standard picture the running couplings remain weak at the mass scale
⇠ | fiM|, below which the effective description is GR with M identified with the reduced
Planck mass. Unfortunately such a view suffers from the problem of a spin-2 ghost. Due to
the higher derivative terms the propagator for the metric perturbation on a flat background
has a massive pole with negative residue in the spin-2 sector. It implies either problems with
the probability interpretation and unitarity, or vacuum instability. A consensus on how to deal
with this problem is still lacking.

It appears to us that the apparent intractability of this problem is linked to the assumption
of weak couplings. Recently some thought has been given as to what happens if the theory
enters a strong phase [8][9]. In [8] we discussed the case where M is sufficiently small, so
that the couplings fi grow strong and another mass scale ⇤QQG >M appears. The poles in the
perturbative propagator then fall into the nonperturbative region in which case the physical
spectrum need not be the perturbative spectrum. A similar phenomenon occurs in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). We discussed the analogy, both the similarities and differences, be-
tween the nonperturbative graviton propagator and the nonperturbative gluon propagator.
The analogy led to our conjecture that when M Æ ⇤QQG, the naive spin-2 ghost is removed
and a mass gap forms as determined by M. Since diffeomorphism invariance (like gauge
invariance in QCD) is preserved we further argued that GR emerges in the infrared (IR) in the
limit of a vanishing mass gap, M ! 0. (In [9] the analogy between quadratic gravity and a
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Standard picture: running couplings remain weak at the mass scale  

5

Wait … “the ghost problem” ?

Spin-2 sector of graviton  h    propagator    hµ⌫

�i
k2(k2�M2

2 )
= 1

M2
2

�
i
k2

�
� i

k2�M2
2

M2
2 = 1

2f
2
2M2

The perturbative spectrum suffers “the ghost problem” 

• Negative energy? Vacuum instability… 

• Negative norm? Probability interpretation and unitarity problem…   
(The ghost here is different from the Faddeev-Popov ghost) 

2

of gravity leads directly to a drastic modification of the Schwarzschild (Schd) spacetime start-
ing just at the location of the would-be horizon. In this case the metric description still holds
in the interior large curvature region where the volume of spacetime shrinks drastically. For
this gravity theory we have found what may be the generic endpoint of gravitational collapse
for a general matter distribution. The vacuum Schd solution still exists, and possibly other
solutions with a horizon, but these may not be the physically relevant, sourced-by-matter
solutions.

It is the link between the absence of a horizon after gravitational collapse and the absence
of the black hole information paradox that provides the impetus for this work. The proposed
theory of quantum gravity that underlies our study is far from new, and coming along with
it is a well-worn problem that needs to be faced. It could be said that we are trading one
problem for another, but we would like to argue that these two problems are not equal in
their intractability.

Quantum quadratic gravity (QQG) is characterized by two dimensionless couplings and
one mass scale,

SQQG =
Z

d4 x
p
�g

✓
1
2
M2R � 1

2 f 2
2

Cµ⌫↵�Cµ⌫↵� +
1

3 f 2
0

R2
◆

. (1)

This action was found to be perturbatively renormalizable and asymptotically free decades
ago [4–7]. In the standard picture the running couplings remain weak at the mass scale
⇠ | fiM|, below which the effective description is GR with M identified with the reduced
Planck mass. Unfortunately such a view suffers from the problem of a spin-2 ghost. Due to
the higher derivative terms the propagator for the metric perturbation on a flat background
has a massive pole with negative residue in the spin-2 sector. It implies either problems with
the probability interpretation and unitarity, or vacuum instability. A consensus on how to deal
with this problem is still lacking.

It appears to us that the apparent intractability of this problem is linked to the assumption
of weak couplings. Recently some thought has been given as to what happens if the theory
enters a strong phase [8][9]. In [8] we discussed the case where M is sufficiently small, so
that the couplings fi grow strong and another mass scale ⇤QQG >M appears. The poles in the
perturbative propagator then fall into the nonperturbative region in which case the physical
spectrum need not be the perturbative spectrum. A similar phenomenon occurs in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). We discussed the analogy, both the similarities and differences, be-
tween the nonperturbative graviton propagator and the nonperturbative gluon propagator.
The analogy led to our conjecture that when M Æ ⇤QQG, the naive spin-2 ghost is removed
and a mass gap forms as determined by M. Since diffeomorphism invariance (like gauge
invariance in QCD) is preserved we further argued that GR emerges in the infrared (IR) in the
limit of a vanishing mass gap, M ! 0. (In [9] the analogy between quadratic gravity and a
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Maybe still fine…  note one caveat  

“The ghost problem” is linked to the assumption of weak couplings, 
i.e. the perturbative analysis reflects the true physical spectrum.
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Z
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BUT when      is small,      get strong at some scale                 .                 
Perturbative poles fall into the nonperturbative region. 

M f2
i ⇤QQG > M

• Holdom, JR, PRD 93, no. 12, 124030 (2016); IJMPD 25, no. 12, 1643004 (2016) (Essay awarded fourth 

prize in the Gravity Research Foundation 2016 essay competition)

The theory in the strong phase could be well-defined?!

• Donoghue, arXiv:1609.03523, 1609.03524, 1704.01533



QCD QQG                   e

UV behavior perturbative renormalizable, asymptotically free

Strong scale gauge coupling strong at      d          gravitational couplings strong at       d 

Nonperturb
ative effects

the transverse gluon removed 
from the physical spectrum and 
a mass gap developed as 
controlled by 

          : all perturbative poles removed 
from the physical spectrum and a mass 
gap now controlled by 

          : the massless graviton pole 
emerges as the only light state in the 
physical spectrum

IR effective 
description

color singlet states described 
by Chiral Lagrangian 

massless graviton described by GR with 
the derivative expansion,                d       

⇤QQG⇤QCD

mPl ⇠ ⇤QQG

M 6= 0

M = 0

M 6= 0

⇤QCD

(M . ⇤QQG)

Conjecture:
• Make an analogy between the full gluon propagator (lattice) and 

full graviton propagator
• Assume the similarity of nonperturbative effects, e.g. the form factor, 

in view of the path integral measure (e.g. Gribov copies)

Holdom, JR, PRD 93, no. 12, 124030 (2016);  IJMPD 25, no. 12, 1643004 (2016) 
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GR emerges as the low energy effective theory! 
7
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Asymptotically free quadratic gravity

Previous works treated this as a truncation and had problems with higher 
order terms when describing solutions with arbitrarily large curvatures. 

Our new perspective allows exploration of solutions with considerable parts 
in both sub-Planckian and super-Planckian curvature regions. 

Nontrivial curved background? Find approximate solutions in Classical 
Quadratic Gravity that has the same limits in small and large curvatures 

energy 
curvature
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Static spherically symmetric solutions

• CQG: more (five) initial conditions; no Birkhoff ’s theorem

• Series expansion around the origin:

• Find asymptotically-flat numerical solutions for given matter distributions, 

e.g. a spherical thin-shell

6

stability of the 2-2-holes against movement of the shell in Sec. III A. In Sec. III B we study point
particle geodesics and collisions inside the 2-2-hole which leads to a discussion of the trapping
mechanism. We diagnose the timelike singularity with a focus on classical field dynamics in
Sec. III C. In Sec. III D we estimate the size dependent time delay for 2-2-holes and further
describe the wave equation. A sketch of possible behaviors of a rotating 2-2-hole is given in
Sec. III E.

II. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS

The general line element for a static, spherically symmetric spacetime is

ds2 = �B(r)d t2 + A(r)dr2 + r2d✓ 2 + r2 sin2 ✓d�2. (3)

Due to the Bianchi identity only two field equations of the action (2) are independent. We use
the t t and r r components of the field equations, which can also be obtained by varying the
action with respect to B(r) and A(r). B(r) is affected by a rescaling of t, and this is reflected
in field equations that depend only on the normalized derivatives B(i)(r)/B(r). By convention
B(r) is set to unity at infinity in asymptotically-flat solutions. For generic CQG, ↵ 6= 0,� 6= 0,
five initial conditions are needed to determine a solution to the field equations, namely A00, A0,
A, B00/B, B0/B at some value of r [23]. We shall also consider the special case with � = 0; in
this case there are three initial conditions, A0, A, B0/B [23].

The solutions can be classified by the series expansion around r = 0 [10].

A(r) = asrs + as+1rs+1 + as+2rs+2 + ... ,

B(r) = bt(r t + bt+1r t+1 + bt+2r t+2 + ...) . (4)

There are three families of solutions as characterized by the powers of the first nonvanishing
terms (s, t) [10]. We list properties and the free parameters of these families in Tab. I. We
will not include the leading coefficient bt in parameter counting since it is determined by
B(1) = 1. The remaining infinite set of coefficients are all determined, and we illustrate this
up to some order in Appendix. A.

The nonsingular (0, 0) family has only even power terms, and the increase in the number
of free parameters in CQG indicates that Birkhoff’s theorem no longer applies. The (1,�1)
family includes the Schd solution as a special case, as all vacuum solutions of GR automatically
satisfy the field equations of CQG. It also includes other solutions with a horizon as found
recently [24]. Most interestingly CQG has a new type of solution, the (2, 2) family, that
has no counterpart in GR. It is characterized by five free parameters [11], the same as the
number of initial conditions needed to specify a solution of the field equations. At the origin
all components of the metric gµ⌫ vanish. As we will see later there is a subclass of the (2, 2)
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A(r) = asrs + as+1rs+1 + as+2rs+2 + ... ,

B(r) = bt(r t + bt+1r t+1 + bt+2r t+2 + ...) . (4)

There are three families of solutions as characterized by the powers of the first nonvanishing
terms (s, t) [10]. We list properties and the free parameters of these families in Tab. I. We
will not include the leading coefficient bt in parameter counting since it is determined by
B(1) = 1. The remaining infinite set of coefficients are all determined, and we illustrate this
up to some order in Appendix. A.

The nonsingular (0, 0) family has only even power terms, and the increase in the number
of free parameters in CQG indicates that Birkhoff’s theorem no longer applies. The (1,�1)
family includes the Schd solution as a special case, as all vacuum solutions of GR automatically
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number of initial conditions needed to specify a solution of the field equations. At the origin
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gµ⌫ = ⌘µ⌫ +
p

2
MPl

ĥµ⌫ , H = 1p
2
(0 v + �̂ )T ⇠ 102 GeV ⇠ 1018 GeV

⇤INF ⇠ MPlp
|⇠h|

⇠ 1016 GeV

|M�� � Mh| < 3 GeV
⇤INF = MPl/

p
|⇠h| MPl/|⇠h|

SU(4)C ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ! SU(3)C ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y (8)

↵,� ⇠ O(1) rH = 2M

(Rµ⌫⇢�)2 / 1/r8, (Cµ⌫⇢�)2 / 1/r4 (9)
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Particles geodesics motion

Particles motion and collisions

• Energy, angular momentum conservation

• Radial motion (massless):                         

• No centrifugal force for 2-2-holes

Particles collisions inside the 2-2-hole

• Ultra-high energy particle collider: super-Planckian          

d     for generic kinematics      

• Trapping: internal collisions produce particles with 

large L/E out of the escape cone  

�

A large trapped phase space is populated, with the escape 
fraction        . The luminosity is extremely small!1/M2
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Particles geodesics motion

Particles motion and collisions

• Energy, angular momentum conservation

• Radial motion (massless):                         

• No centrifugal force for 2-2-holes

Particles collisions inside the 2-2-hole

• Ultra-high energy particle collider: super-Planckian          

d     for generic kinematics      

• Trapping: internal collisions produce particles with 

large L/E out of the escape cone  

�

A large trapped phase space is populated, with the escape 
fraction        . The luminosity is extremely small!1/M2

Although there is no horizon, 
the 2-2-hole appears black! 

Radial:
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• With the new perspective on quadratic gravity, we find that sufficiently 
dense matter produces a novel horizonless 2-2-hole that closely 
matches the exterior Schd solution and has a high curvature and tiny 
interior. As a generic static solution, it may then be the nearly black 
endpoint of gravitational collapse.

• The 2-2-hole provides motivation for further study of the strong phase 
of the quantum quadratic gravity.  It may also serve as a benchmark to 
search for effects of large curvatures in the gravitational wave signal. 

• Open questions…
• Quasinormal modes and the relation to echoes? Metric perturbations? 

• Rotating 2-2-holes, ergoregion instability? 

• Solutions with time dependence, endpoint of gravitational collapse?

Summary
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Thank You!



         softened to a        pole (positive sign), 
i.e. the on-shell massless graviton

Assume the nonperturbative effects in quadratic gravity operate in 
a way similar to QCD 

Analogy based on full propagators 

(          takes the same form of           as found from lattice QCD)F (k2)G(k2)

Gluon:

�G(k2)

k2

k2

m2
Pl/8⇡ = �1/G0(0) ⇠ ⇤2

QQG

Graviton:

the existence and the 
position of the poles 

are gauge independent

����
F (k2)

k2

����

�k2 [GeV2]

Lattice data in Landau gauge 

�1/k4 1/k2

(M = 0)
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• There are Gribov copies in sensible gauges. Need to 
construct nontrivial measure. 

Similarity in view of Gribov copies

• For a gauge theory path integral is defined in the space 
of gauge orbits. With gauge-fixing Faddeev-Popov trick 
extends the path integral to the full configuration space. 

Gribov, Nucl.Phys.B139 (1978) 1; Singer, 
Commun.Math.Phys. 60, 7 (1978). 

QCD:

Gravity:

Number of copies

Counting copies to 
determine the full 

gluon propagator     f 

• Infinitesimal version: find similar Gribov horizon as in QCD
• The nontrivial measures set the similarity between gravity and gauge theory,  

which may cure problems of the tree-level action and

F (k2)

[Holdom, PRD 79, 085013 (2009)]

Use the path integral as a nonperturbative definition of the quantum theory 
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Search for asymptotically-flat solutions that couple to a thin-shell   
• The shell energy density implies that      has a jump of at the shell radius 
• Find A(r), B(r) for a pair of          by matching at           for                              (4)
• Shooting from the outside with small deviations from Schd metric (2) 
• Shooting from the inside using series expansions in (2,2)   family or (0,0) family (2)

(M, `)

r = ` A,A0, B0/B,B00/B

A00

         CQG  (half of the initial conditions and free parameters)� = 0

(M, `)

E

` < rH` ⇠ rH` > rH

Parameters counting not enough to determine the correct interior behaviors

Shooting and matching method
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E

Shell 
energy 
density 

and 
pressure

Radial 
stability 

            

M = 10
m0,2 = 1

1 � c2s > c2s0
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Geodesic 
incompleteness?

May appear regular as 
probed by finite energy 

wave-packets?

• The initial value problem of the wave equation is well-posed if     has a unique 

positive self-adjoint extension  

if a boundary condition can be uniquely imposed

Wald, JMP. 21, 2802 (1980); Ishibashi, Wald, CQG. 20, 3815 (2003);

?

KG equation:  

Horowitz, Marolf, PRD 52, 5670 (1995) Ishibashi, Hosoya, PRD 60, 104028 (1999) 

Timelike curvature singularity?!
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Timelike curvature singularity?!

Geodesic 
incompleteness?

KG equation:  

May appear regular as 
probed by finite energy 

wave-packets?

• Near the 2-2-singularity, all waves behave like 
the s-wave on a nonsingular spacetime. Only 
one solution has finite energy.          

A Neumann boundary condition is imposed

?

• The initial value problem of the wave equation is well-posed if     has a unique 

positive self-adjoint extension  Wald, JMP. 21, 2802 (1980); Ishibashi, Wald, CQG. 20, 3815 (2003);
Horowitz, Marolf, PRD 52, 5670 (1995) Ishibashi, Hosoya, PRD 60, 104028 (1999) 
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“A brick wall” and Entropy

Directly generalized to the 2-2-hole with now the brick wall replaced by the origin 
(with a Newnman boundary condition)

If consider the (negative Boulware) vacuum energy density, the 
two contributions in the stress tensor cancel if                     .T1 = 1/8⇡M

L

rH + h

 brick wall

The brick wall model: attribute the black hole entropy to the ordinary 
entropy of its thermal atmosphere located just outside the horizon. If                     
                   , recover the area law for           (proper length)     

• Artificial UV cutoff? Why d.o.f. localized outside the horizon?  

• Back-reaction from large local energy density?

T1 = 1/8⇡M h ⇠ `Pl

 [’t Hooft, NPB 256, 727 (1985)]

Mukohyama, Israel, PRD 58, 104005 (1998)

• Consider the case that the back-reaction is negligible,                        

• Both S and U are finite, and dominated by the interior contribution. Again the 
area law is recovered due to the novel scaling, with             . 

• The timelike singularity is covered by its own fireball          

S ⇠ SBH
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